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Birthday Wishes
Kardan University wishes the warmest happy birthdays to the 
dearest members of our team celebrating their birthdays in 
October 2023.

MIRWAIS JALIL

OCTOBER 6

MUHAMMAD SHAHID SHAMS

OCTOBER 9

DR. KALIMULLAH KHAN

OCTOBER 12



MOHAMMAD ANAS 

Son of Bilaluddin Ibrahimkhail, University Librarian

Aug 16 2023

Baby Born



Kardan, derived from the Dari term for 
"Professional," is a renowned educational 
system that offers comprehensive 
training and equips individuals with a 
diverse range of skills beyond their 
existing knowledge and expertise. 
This is due to the standardization of the 
organization and its system, which 
enables committed 
individuals to excel in all aspects of their 
work with exceptional speed and 
efficiency.

Joining as a lecturer at the Faculty of 
Engineering, I initially found it 
challenging to adapt to Kardan's unique 
learning environment, which differs 
significantly from the country's 
conventional pedagogical approach. 
However, I quickly embraced the 
opportunity to take on additional 
administrative assignments in addition to 
teaching, and have since grown stronger 
as a result.

This is primarily due to the unwavering 
support of Kardan's robust system and 
team, which consistently strives to 
empower and enhance its employees' 
capabilities.

Undoubtedly, working within the dynamic 
and supportive environment of Kardan 
will bolster my skills and enable me to 
pursue a successful career path in the 
future.

Reflection 



Employee of the Month

We are thrilled to announce Mr. Abdul 
Qaher Afzali as the Employee of the 
Month for the month of September 
2023. Mr. Afzali has been elected by 
our selection committee for his 
outstanding contributions to the 
Department of Quality Assurance over 
the past two months.
During this time, Mr. Afzali played 
important role in developing the 
Ministry checklist for all university 
employees, sharing his exceptional 
expertise with the entire staff. He 
worked closely with the Chancellor's 
office, Chief Operating office, and 

Academics to ensure the university's quality assurance process 
was effectively implemented, providing relevant offices and 
departments with comprehensive checklists.
Despite his busy schedule, Mr. Afzali went above and beyond by 
conducting training sessions to all administrative staff, equipping 
them with the necessary knowledge and skills to excel in the quality 
assurance office checklist.
Please join me in congratulating Mr. Afzali for this well-deserved 
recognition. His unwavering commitment, hard work, dedication, 
and energy have made him a valuable asset to our team.



Mr. Khalilullah Akbari joined Kardan 
University as a Lecturer for the Faculty 
of Computer Science.

Mr. Akbari has completed his Master's 
Degree in Computer Science from the 
South Asia University, India. He has 
more than six years of Teaching 
experience in different Universities. 

He can be reached at 
k.akbari@kardan.edu.af

Mr. Khalilullah Akbari
Lecturer, Faculty of Computer Science

Mr. Waliullah Shinwari joined Kardan 
University as a Lecturer for the Faculty 
of Computer Science.

Mr. Shinwari has completed his Master’s 
Degree in Computer Science from 
Islamabad University, Pakistan.
He has more than five years of teaching 
experience in different Universities. He 
can be reached at 
w.shinwari@kardan.edu.af

Waliullah Shinwari
Lecturer, Faculty of Computer Science

New Employee’s Introduction



I appreciate the university's commitment to fairness in selecting faculty 
members, which has nurtured a sense of pride in being a part of this 
esteemed institution. The recruitment process that brought me here was 
remarkably transparent, reflecting the institution's commitment to 
meritocracy. Joining Kardan University as a computer science lecturer 
has been a professionally enriching experience.
The new facilities at Kardan University have made a lasting impression 
on students. 
An ideal environment for teaching and learning is provided by the 
modern labs and well-equipped classrooms. 
A dynamic and interesting learning environment is created by the 
university's commitment to modern infrastructure, which guarantees 
that both staff and students have access to the latest tools and 
technology.
The culture of Kardan University consists of collaboration. My integration 
into the university has been straightforward because of the friendly 
nature of the faculty and administration. Administrators and colleagues 
have been friendly and helpful, fostering a sense of community and 
common objectives. This culture of cooperation improves our capacity 
to deliver outstanding education and enables students to succeed in 
the field of computer science. 

New Employee’s Message

Waliullah Shinwari
Lecturer, Faculty of Computer Science



Achievement 
Kardan University’s Department of Research and Development 
(DRD) is pleased to announce the publication of the latest issue of 
Kardan Journal of Engineering and Technology (KJET) (Vol. 4, Issue 
No.1) which is now available online at: 

https://kardan.edu.af/journals/CurrentIssue.aspx?j=KJET 



Promotion

We are thrilled to inform you that Mr. Hamid Khan has been promoted 
to the position of Communication and Enrollment Manager at Kardan 
University. As you may know, Mr. Khan has been an invaluable asset to 
our institution for the past five years, excelling in various roles, including 
Enrollment Officer and Executive Assistant to the Chief Operating 
Officer.
Over the years, Mr. Hamid has consistently displayed his exceptional 
skills, dedication, and commitment towards driving excellence in our 
communication and enrollment departments. He has proven himself as 
a capable individual and delivering exceptional results. His significant 
contributions in leading the communication department for the past 
four months have not gone unnoticed.
We have complete faith in Mr. Hamid’s ability to bring about positive 
transformations within the department and take our communication 
and enrollment efforts to new heights.
We truly believe that he is the right person for this position and that he 
will continue to excel in his new role.
Please join us in congratulating Mr. Hamid on this well-deserved 
promotion. We look forward to witnessing his incredible abilities and the 
positive impact he will undoubtedly make on our institution.
Once again, congratulations, Mr. Hamid Khan!



Mirwais Jalil – IT Manager 

Cyber Security (Sophos XG) firewall training I am excited that I am able 
to develop my IT skill career Besides the career I will implement the 
features of this firewall for Kardan University in the IT Sophos XG 
provides advanced security features such as a firewall, IPS (Intrusion 
prevention System), VPN (Virtual Private Network), antivirus, web filtering, 
network performance, Centralized network, and application control. 
Implementing Sophos XG can help Kardan University's IT department 
protect the University's network, devices, and sensitive data from various 
cyber threats.

This is verification link for certificate 
online 

http://www.technetacademy.online/
verification/



Sixty Seconds with 
Samiulhaq Qaderi, 
Enrollment Officer

What is your country of birth?

Afghanistan

How would you describe Kardan in one
word? 

House of Excellence 

What is the best piece of advice you
have received? 

Be optimistic and believe in yourself 

Describe yourself in 3 words? 

Enthusiastic, Ambitious, Calm  

If you could be from any other country,
which would it be?

Canada 

Name a book you read that positively
shaped your life. 

thinking, attitude, goal setting, my relations. 

Best gift you have ever received? 
an iPhone 

What is one thing that annoys you the most? 

When someone breaks his/her promise 

What is the first thing you notice about
someone in the first meeting? 

confident

What compliment do people give you the
most?  

Kind and helpful 

What is one food you wouldn't want to
give up? 

If I name one that I wouldn’t give up is
Kabab 

What challenges you? 
to set big goals and achieve them step
by step. 

What do you consider to be your
greatest strength? 

fast learner and conscious

What do you want to change at
Kardan University?

I would add some more benefits for
employees which can increase their level
of satisfaction and loyalties. 



New Employee’s Message 

Kardan University is widely regarded as 
a prestigious institution in Afghanistan, 
owing to its high standards and 
impressive track record of producing 
successful alumni. As someone who has 
previously been an assistant professor 
at other universities in Kabul, I have 
found Kardan to be particularly focused 
on its vision and mission. They prioritize 
long-term goals that can bring value to 
society, rather than entertaining any 
wasteful activities.

The university should have a global outlook towards sharing 
knowledge and science. To facilitate the ease of sharing knowledge, 
having a common medium of instruction is crucial in many aspects. 
Therefore, Kardan University's choice of English as the medium of 
instruction is another significant advantage. 
The success of an educational institution depends on its faculty 
members. A group of hardworking faculty members is the backbone 
of any institution, as they are responsible for imparting knowledge to 
students and guiding them toward their career goals. Kardan 
University faculties are working to prepare students to face the 
challenges of the world and have a bright future. 

Khalilullah Akbari
Lecturer, Faculty of Computer Science

محب الرحمن رحمانی
استاد دیپارتمنت حقوق

زمانیکه در کنار جوانان و برای رشد استعداد شان کار می کنید؛ افتخار است.
این افتخار زمانی توام با آرامش قلبی است که مکانی را انتخاب کنید که

ارج گزاری به دانش، تعهد به خدمت صادقانه، تلاش برای نیل به اهداف
و تیم متعهد کاری داشته باشد؛ بلی؛ منظورم کاردان است



Mr. Muheburahman Rahmany has been 
selected as a lecturer for the Faculty of 
Law.

Mr. Rahmnay completed his Master's 
Degree in LLM from Avicenna University.

Mr. Rahmany has more than a decade of 
experience with different organizations and 
universities. He can be reached at 
m.rahmany@kardan.edu.af

Muheburahman Rahmany
Lecturer, Faculty of LAW

We are pleased to introduce Mr. 
Najeebullah Amiri, who has recently joined 
Kardan University as an Executive Assistant 
to the Chancellor. 

Mr. Amiri is a valuable addition to our 
Administration team. Mr. Amiri holds his 
Master's degree, specializing in Project 
Management.
He earned his degree from Limkokwing 
University of Creative Technology, Kuala 
Lumpur Malaysia, and has demonstrated 
excellence in his academic pursuits. Prior 
to joining Kardan University, Mr. Amiri has 
more than 11 years of experience with 
different organizations and universities. He 
can be reached at n.amiri@kardan.edu.af 

Najeebullah Amiri
Executive Assistant to the Chancellor

New Employee’s Introduction



Achievement 
We're thrilled to share that the Kardan University's Department of 
Research and Development (DRD) has just published the latest issue 
of our scholarly publication, the Kardan Journal of Economics and 
Management Sciences (KJEMS). Dive into Volume No. 6, Issue No.2, 
now readily available online! 

https://kardan.edu.af/journals/CurrentIssue.aspx?j=KJEMS



محمد اغا ابراهیم خېل 
د بریا په لور هیله او د لاسته راوړلو له پاره یې هڅه!

 
د نړۍ په ګوټ ګوټ کې انسانانو له پاره فراغت یو له خورا خوندورو احساساتو څخه دی، هغه که د

هرې مقطې فراغت وي.  
زه هم په خورا ویاړ سره د رڼا پوهنتون د ژورنالیزم“عامه اړیکو“ له ډيپارټمنټ څخه فارغ شوم

او اسناد مې ترلاسه کړل. یاد سفر که څه هم له لوړو ژورو او کږلیچونو ډک و، خو د خدای په فضل
د کورنۍ او همکارانو په مرسته مې را لنډ کړ، دا دی اوس د لیسانس د کچې زده کړو ترلاسه

کولو ویاړ راسره دی.

تمه ده چې دا مې د علمي سفر د پای ټکی نه وي بلکه تر دې نور هم وړاندې ولاړ شم.
زه د کاردان پوهنتون له محترمې ادارې او خپلو ډېرو د قدر وړ همکارانو، په ځانګړي ډول له احمد حارث

او حامد خان څخه نړۍ مننه کوم چې د یادې دورې په بشپړولو کې یې له ما څخه هېڅ ډول
مرسته نده سپمولې.

 
- هیله ده چې دا لاسته راوړنه مې کاردان پوهنتون او یادې اکاډمیکې ادارې ته د لازیات خدمت کولو پلمه وګرځي.



SHER AHMAD
Taimani Campus

Refreshment and Free Bowling Session with a Colleague
At Strikers Bowling (Alley)

Winning Prize

Lucky Draw - Taimani



Lucky Draw - Parwan e Du

Hashmatullah
Hakimyar
Parwan e Du Campus

Refreshment and Free Bowling Session with a Colleague
At Strikers Bowling (Alley)

Winning Prize





Smile





AHMAD HARIS AHADI
A very heartfelt CONGRATULATIONS on your wedding



Allah will help him who moves in the way of Allah”
Hazrat Abu Bakr (رضی الله عنه)



" Knowledge is the life of the mind"
Hazrat Ali Ibn Abi Talib (رضی الله عنه)



The Prophet (صلى الله عليه وسلم) said, "The
best among you (Muslims) are those

who learn the Qur'an and
teach it." 

(Sahih al-Bukhari, Book 66, #49) 



Send your individual, group, or department photos to 
hr@kardan.edu.af

be featured in our next issue of Inspire.
Visit our homepage www.kardan.edu.af/careers

KARDAN UNIVERSITY


